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About This Game
Ancient Guardian - action adventure in procedurally-generated locations. You play as father, who have to find his lost daughter,
avoiding meeting dangerous enemies, bypassing traps and solving puzzles.
The game takes place in our days. While walking around the ancient city of Heraklion, the daughter of the protagonist escapes,
and the troubled father goes to search her.

Procedurally-generated locations
Each of your sessions will be unique for each level:
- In the first act of the player awaits the treacherous labyrinth of the Minotaur. Each time a random level is generated with
different corridors, passages and paths. In a random order, traps and key points are added.
- In the second act (in development) the island will appear before you. We will not go into details, as this level is still in
development, but in it every game will be unique.
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Myths and legends
The basis of our game lay real myths and legends around the world. For example, in the first and second locations, we used the
myths of Ancient Greece, only slightly changing them under the plot of our game.

A variety of monsters and items
At each level you are waiting for different, unlike each other monsters and objects. Minotaur, skeletons, gun, key and a lot
more!

Leaderboards
Once you complete the story, you will have the opportunity to compete with other players in endless mode on highscore or on
time in the story mode.
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Title: Ancient Guardian
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Hell Squirrel Games
Publisher:
DNVR Prod
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2016
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 and above
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.5Ghz or AMD Dual core 2.5GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Radeon HD 5770 or GTS 450
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 500 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Portuguese,Turkish,Japanese
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guardian ancient casket. ancient guardian legend of zelda. ancient guardian shield botw. ancient guardian farming. dst ancient
guardian fight. ancient guardian eq. dst ancient guardian cheese. ancient guardian's seal drop location. ancient guardian shield.
ancient guardian seal melt. ancient name for guardian. ancient mirumok guardian tree. ancient guardian botw. ancient guardian
key zelda. ancient guardian droid. ancient arrow guardian eye. ancient chinese guardian lions. ancient arrow guardian. botw
ancient guardian glitch. ancient guardian. ancient guardian chardok. trials frontier ancient guardian nightlife. ancient word for
guardian. ancient greek guardian. ancient egypt guardian deities. ancient guardian core
Randomly Generated Dungeon,has minotaur in some where. The agression range is very high,makes of frustrating
encounters.Has 1 level + endless mode. 4 items, medpack,gold thread to show the way, cuirass armor,one more item i never
found and 1 weapon , a gun. You can not kill the minotaur. Game last for 1h if you dont plan for more random labs with same
stuff in it.. Good game! thumbs up! I hope you will continue. Found a dead hanging man and got chased by a bull through a
maze, 11\/10.
It would make me so happy if you checked out my gameplay review of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pqHCHtDL8rg. Game achieves what it sets out to accomplish, but what it wants to
accomplish isnt that impressive.
Running is sluggish, closing a door kills the centaur, the game runs at 60fps but it feels like a jaggy 20 somehow.
It's a nice game, but not worth its price tag. Get it at a discount; you shouldn't pay more than 1 dollar for this.. going nowhere
fast. A cheap fun game with surprising graphics that genuinely scared the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of me.
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Nice Game Full of nightmere. A good game but a bit hard.... This game is really heavy on the specs and dont know why-just
plain corridors and nothing to render.
Second time running goes black screen and freezes-also 3 and 4 and 5 time.Uninstall.. Meh. Game is aesthetically pleasing, even
on the lowest graphical setting. Very creepy game, which has kept me entertained for a couple hours, but doesn't offer much
else. I'm not one to usually complain about the difficulty of games but it just feels impossible to complete a level in this game.
The gun barely stops the minotuar, making it almost impossible to escape once you come into contact with it. "Ariadne's
Thread", which is supposed to lead you to the exit, only seems to lead me to the minotaur. It's just not that fun to play a game
for a couple hours and feel as if you've made absolutely no progress in the "storyline" (which is non existent other than a few
comic book looking cartoons at the beginning). I picked it up for a dollar, so at that price it isn't a bad deal. But I could never
reccommend this game at the $6 price tag. This game is really heavy on the specs and dont know why-just plain corridors and
nothing to render.
Second time running goes black screen and freezes-also 3 and 4 and 5 time.Uninstall.. Game achieves what it sets out to
accomplish, but what it wants to accomplish isnt that impressive.
Running is sluggish, closing a door kills the centaur, the game runs at 60fps but it feels like a jaggy 20 somehow.
It's a nice game, but not worth its price tag. Get it at a discount; you shouldn't pay more than 1 dollar for this.
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